
Review Homework
• Thought from Romans 8
• Anything to report from searching for clues about God?
• Discuss what you would be like in a different moment in history…

Jot down a list of words or phrases you’d use to describe yourself.

The Unraveling of Culture & Identity

•One one level, not possible.
•God placed you in time & space...knew family history...knew your choices...etc. Completely 
confident in his ability to sort that out with you!

Why is it so important to search for an understanding of who you are really...what God was 
dreaming of when he dreamed of you.

(I think there’s a clue in Romans 8) - there is a mystery to God’s sons being revealed…all of 
nature waiting expectantly, longing earnestly…

So God has set eternity in each of our hearts...and I think slivers of this tie into what he wrote 
on our heart...who we are...what we’re releasing into the earth...our piece must be joined to 
other pieces for any of this to work.

Where/when have you felt pressure to hide parts of yourself, your identity, personality, dreams?

There are some cultural differences we will adjust to on this walk. You start out more 
comfortable with your old culture, but with time, feel right at home in your new culture and 
your old culture doesn’t fit anymore.

“Things that seem irrational, scary, and downright weird on first arrival become second nature, 
and things that seemed natural and unquestionable at home can start to seem rather odd.”

--http://culturalanthropology.duke.edu/undergraduate/what-is-cultural-anthropology

"God's spirit touches our spirit and confirms who we really are." - Romans 8
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create a list of ten - twenty identity adjectives/nouns that you believe will remain even as you 
change

Lance Wallnau videos
http://sevenmu.kajabi.com/fe/22403-step-1-the-passion-process

Worksheet: The Passion Process
https://www.dropbox.com/s/bpiscquv7xd913r/Passion%20Process.pdf?dl=0

Sit with God, notebook, make of list of your top passions. (20 minutes)

Next week:
Continue to spend time with Romans 8

Continue to gather clues about what God likes/doesn’t like

Continue to gather clues about your identity
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